INTRODUCTION
Mastigocladus laminosus is a 'stigonematacean' cyanobacterium that is typical of organisms placed in Group V of the classification scheme of Rippka et al. (1979) . These multicellular, filamentous organisms are characterized by their ability to form heterocysts and to undergo cell division in more than one plane, leading to the production of morphologically complex, branching filaments in most species. The development of such complex filaments has been examined in the light and electron microscope (Butler & Allsopp, 1972; Lee, 1927; Marcenko, 1961; Martin & Wyatt, 1974; Nierzwicki et al., 1982; Rippka et al., 1979; Schwabe, 1960; Spearing, 1937; Thurston & Ingram, 1971) . Complex filaments usually originate from a short filament ('hormogonium') that contains narrow, cylindrical, morphologicatly uniform cells. These narrow filaments become progressively longer as the cells within them repeatedly elongate and then divide perpendicular to their long axis. Eventually, cells in the ceqtral portion of elongating narrow filaments enlarge and alter their shape, culminating in the formation of wide filaments that contain somewhat pleomorphic, spherical cells. Lateral branch filaments form after some of the wide cells divide parallel to the long axis of their filament. As these
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branches elongate, they also taper to produce a new population of narrow filaments. Mature cultures consist of dense mats of intertwined narrow and wide (usually branched) filaments.
Several authors (Martin & Wyatt, 1974; Nierzwicki et al., 1982; Thurston & Ingram, 1971 ) have referred to the narrow and wide filaments of stigonematacean cyanobacteria as 'young' (or 'immature') and 'old' (or 'mature') filaments, respectively. This terminology may be logical in view of the manner in which the two filament types arise, but it is not necessarily meaningful or accurate with respect to their actual physiological and functional roles, about which little is known beyond the obvious fact that narrow filaments are involved with filament elongation and wide filaments with branching. Martin & Wyatt (1974) pointed out that cells in wide filaments became separated from each other by ingrowing layers of sheath material, a phenomenon unique to stigonematacean cyanobacteria. They considered such cells to be akinetes or resting cells and speculated that ingrowth of the sheath might be a primitive form of sporulation. In addition, Martin & Wyatt (1974) contended that branch filaments arose only when the akinetes in wide filaments 'germinated' by dividing parallel to the long axis of the main filament, and concluded that wide filaments were the result of a natural maturation process and probably could be thought of as merely inactive (resting) forms capable of 'germination' during branch formation. Rippka et al. (1979) later agreed that many branch filaments of stigonematacean cyanobacteria arose from akinetes, but stated that they also arose from vegetative cells. Moreover, two electron microscopical studies of branch formation (Nierzwicki et ai., 1982; Thurston & Ingram, 1971) did not find akinetes in wide filaments. It is not clear why the akinetes failed to appear, unless it was because the cultures were grown in the presence of nitrate. There is now sufficient confusion in the literature to justify a re-evaluation of the interpretations of Martin & Wyatt (1974) regarding the functional significance of wide filaments.
In the present study, patterns of morphogenesis in M . laminosus were examined by both light and electron microscopy. Cultures were grown on N2 in the absence of a combined nitrogen source, to facilitate direct comparison of the results with those of Martin & Wyatt (1974) and Rippka et al. (1979) . The primary purpose of this study was to obtain more detailed information on the cytodifferentiation and possible roles of narrow and wide filaments, especially (i) the modes of cell division in different types of filaments, (ii) the extent to which these modes of division were controlled, (iii) the origin and development of branch filaments, (iv) intracellular ultrastructural characteristics that correlated with morphological changes or that might be indicative of filament function, and (v) possible mechanisms for generating new independent filaments. We describe here results indicating that the wide filaments of M . laminosus may be functionally active and important components of mature cultures, rather than simply resting forms that contain akinetes. (Stevens et al., 1973) , without NaNO,. Cultures were incubated at 46 "C in large glass growth chambers (working volume 1800 ml; V. B. Mehta & S. E. Stevens, Jr, unpublished) . The incident light intensity at the centre was 540 pE m-s-I . Sterile 5 % (v/v) C 0 2 in N, was bubbled through the chambers to keep the cells suspended, and to supply nitrogen and carbon for growth. Development of the cultures was monitored continuously by light microscopy for 30 h following inoculation. Samples were withdrawn periodically for light and electron microscopical documentation of morphological and ultrastructural characteristics. The cultures reached full morphological development within 22-25 h after inoculation.
METHODS

Organism
Light microscopy. Phase-contrast light microscopy was used to elucidate the general morphological characteristics of M . laminosus and to monitor morphological development. Each sample was examined extensively to determine the range of morphological types present. At least 100 representative fields at magnifications of 4o(tlOOO x were then photographed on Kodak Technical Pan Film (TP-135-36) with a Zeiss photomicroscope. Photographic enlargements of these micrographs were studied to ascertain the morphological characteristics of different filament types, to determine general patterns of development, and to ensure that a Cell division and branching in M. laminosus 208 1 representative sampling of morphological types was viewed by electron microscopy. Light and electron microscopical data were checked against each other throughout, in order to minimize interpretation problems inherent in either approach. Electron microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy of thin-sectioned preparations was used to study the ultrastructural aspects of morphogenesis. Two fixation techniques were used to prepare samples for thin sectioning: a ruthenium red procedure (Stevens et al., 1981 a) and a glutaraldehyde/OsO, procedure (Stevens et al., 198 1 6). Both gave equivalent results; micrographs produced with glutaraldehyde/OsO, fixation are presented here. Samples from both fixations were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series and embedded in Spurr's lowviscosity epoxy resin (Spurr, 1969) . Thin sections were cut with a diamond knife and retrieved on Formvar-coated, carbon-stabilized, 200-mesh copper specimen grids. Mounted sections were poststained for 15 min with 0.5% (w/v) uranyl acetate [in 50% (v/v) methanol] and for 2 min with 0.4% (w/v) lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963) .
Thin sections were viewed and photographed with a JEOL JEM-100s transmission electron microscope operating at an accelerating potential of 80 kV. The samples were examined extensively to determine the extent of morphological and ultrastructural information present. Over 1000 representative micrographs were then prepared for detailed analysis. The results were interpreted in the context of the light microscopical data obtained as described above. Quantitative data, such as numbers of inclusion bodies per section, were taken only from sections that appeared to traverse the central longitudinal axis of a cell.
RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION
Modes of cell division in different types ofjlaments Different morphological types of filaments in M. laminosus possessed different modes of cell division and each type of filament was exclusively limited to its respective mode of division. Cells in narrow filaments divided repeatedly by first elongating to approximately twice their original length and then producing a division septum at the midpoint of the elongated cell (Fig.  1 a) . Asymmetric septum formation did not occur, and septa always formed perpendicular to the long axis of the filament. This mode of division enabled filament elongation via the mechanism commonly used by other trichome-forming cyanobacteria (Stanier & Cohen-Bazire, 1977 ; Rippka et al., 1979) . Cells in narrow filaments continued to elongate and divide as long as they retained the morphological characteristics of typical narrow cells (cylindrical shape, uniform diameter and squared ends). This implies that a primary function of narrow cells was to increase the total filament length of the culture.
Filament elongation was absolutely restricted to narrow cells in M. laminosus. Cell division resulting in filament elongation ceased entirely as soon as the narrow cells started differentiating into wide cells. Cells undergoing a transition between narrow and wide forms (intermediate cells) usually did not divide, although a very small proportion (less than 0.1%) contained incomplete septa (probably remnants of interrupted division cycles) oriented oblique to the long axis of the filament (Fig. 1 b) . Conventional septa (perpendicular to the long axis of the filament) were not produced. The primary function of intermediate cells probably was to develop into wide cells, since they were not involved with filament elongation.
Many of the cells in wide filaments divided, but only in a specific and somewhat unusual manner. These cells never formed conventional septa perpendicular to the long axis of the filament. Like intermediate cells, then, they were not involved with filament elongation. Wide cells divided only parallel to the long axis of the filament (Fig. 1 c) or, much less frequently (less than 573, at a 45" diagonal to it (Fig. Id) . Either or both of the resulting daughter cells sometimes differentiated into heterocysts. After a wide cell divided diagonally, neither of the daughter cells divided subsequently. In contrast, the daughter cells were capable of undergoing further division after a wide cell divided parallel to the long axis of the filament. Several alternative events (Fig. 2) followed division parallel to the long axis of the filament, including: (i) one of the daughter cells divided parallel to the long axis of the filament, thereby leading to the formation of a lateral branch filament as described below (most frequent), (ii) neither daughter cell divided (comparatively rare), (iii) both daughter cells divided parallel to the long axis of the filament, but both of the outermost daughter cells resulting from the second division differentiated into heterocysts and stopped dividing (also comparatively rare), or (iv) one daughter cell divided parallel to the long axis of the filament (leading to the formation of a lateral branch), while the other underwent a diagonal cell division and then stopped dividing (least frequent). At no time did any of the wide cells divide more than twice in any direction.
The above findings show that a sudden and substantial change in the directed activities of M. laminosus cells took place when they differentiated beyond the narrow form. This change was permanent in the sense that intermediate and wide cells never 'regressed' to elongation followed by cell division perpendicular to the long axis of their filament. Fig. 3 . Electron micrographs of thin sections through M. laminosus filaments, depicting various aspects of lateral branch development. Bars, 3.0 pm. (a) Section through a lateral branch point (the parental filament is vertical). Cells A and B were originally formed by division of a wide-filament cell parallel to the long axis of its filament. Cell A has since enlarged to displace cell B from the plane of the wide filament. Cell B has become the origin for a lateral branch filament. Ultrastructural characteristics of both cells that were involved in branch formation (A and B) are identical to those of other cells in the parental filament. C, carboxysome; L, lipid body; N, nuclear material and ribosomes; T, thylakoids; W, common layer of peptidoglycan wall material. (6) Portion of a lateral branch filament, depicting a either a natural result of aging or a preprogrammed activity that was important for further development of the culture. The possibility that it might represent a prokaryotic form of senescence also merits consideration.
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Origin of lateral branches The ultrastructural characteristics of cells in wide filaments (Fig. 3a) were not typical of akinetes or any other type of specialized cell. Wide cells lacked extra wall layers (unlike akinetes in Anabaena and Nostoc; see Adams & Carr, 1981; Wolk, 1973) and, except for decreased amounts of ribosomal and nuclear material, contained a reasonably complete selection of 'normal' intracellular constituents. Among the latter were large amounts of storage material in the form of lipid bodies or '/?-granules' (Edwards et al., 1968; Pankratz & Bowen, 1963; Wolk, 1973) and electron-transparent polysaccharide granules or 'a-granules' (Chao & Bowen, 197 1 ; Pankratz & Bowen, 1963; Wolk, 1973) . Although increased amounts of storage materials are characteristic of stationary-phase cells that are not enlarging or dividing, the wide cells by no means appeared to be devoid of metabolic activity. They contained an extensive photosynthetic thylakoid membrane system and 5-16 (per longitudinal section; see Methods) carboxysomes or 'polyhedral bodies' (Codd & Stewart, 1976; Shively, 1974; Stewart & Codd, 1975; Wolk, 1973) . Since carboxysomes are known to contain ribulose-1,s-bisphosphate carboxylase (Beudeker & Kuenen, 1981 ; Stewart & Codd, 1975) , wide cells may serve as centres of elevated C02-fixing activity, supplying carbon to the rapidly expanding system of branch filaments. Aside from this, there was nothing unique about the ultrastructure of wide cells that might reveal their functions.
The internal ultrastructural characteristics of wide-filament cells that had given rise to lateral branches were essentially identical to those of cells in the same filament that either (i) had not divided or (ii) had divided once without subsequently forming a branch filament. Thus, branch formation was not preceded by any detectable ultrastructural changes other than cell division parallel to the long axis of the main filament (Fig. 3a) . In addition, cells in wide filaments that gave rise to lateral branches were never completely encircled by ingrown sheath material, being separated from each other only by a common layer of peptidoglycan (Fig. 3a) . Therefore, branch filaments did not arise by germination of akinetes, as described by Martin & Wyatt (1974) . These authors defined akinetes as wide cells completely encircled by sheath material and stated that branches arose only from such cells. Since encirclement occurred rapidly during filament maturation, they suggested that only narrow filaments possessed a true filamentous nature. Intermediate and wide filaments could be considered collections of independent cells held together by sheath material. In the present study, however, it was obvious that intermediate and wide filaments still possessed a true filamentous nature when branching took place. This does not mean that branches could not develop from akinetes in M . laminosus; it merely means that they do not have to do so and, under the conditions used in this study, did not do so. It is not clear why our findings differed so markedly from those of Martin & Wyatt (1974) . The apparent discrepancy could be simply a reflection of differences between strains. Rippka et al. (1979) found that only two of seven stigonematacean strains examined produced akinetes. Therefore, branch formation could not have occurred by germination of akinetes in the other five. It is also possible that light microscopy alone did not provide sufficient information to accurately elucidate the details of filament maturation and branch formation in the strains studied by Martin & Wyatt (1974) . Electron microscopical examination of those strains might resolve this question. 
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Ultrastructure of lateral branch formation
Branch formation was initiated when one of the two daughter cells formed by division parallel to the long axis of the main filament underwent a second division in the same direction. This was accompanied by enlargement of the remaining daughter cell until the dividing cell was displaced from the plane of the main filament (Figs 2 and 3a) . The two cells produced by the second division both had ultrastructural characteristics typical of wide cells.
Extension of lateral branches was accomplished by elongation and division of the branch's terminal cell, regardless of that cell's morphological characteristics. Therefore, narrow, intermediate and wide cells in branches all divided perpendicular to the long axis of their filament, something the latter two types of cells never did in the main filament from which the branches originated. Apparently, initiation of a branch reversed the change in directed activities of M . laminosus cells that took place when narrow cells in the main filament started to differentiate into wide cells (i.e. the cessation of cell division directed at filament elongation; see above). The reversal was somewhat restricted, however, because only the terminal cell of a branch could divide as long as that branch remained attached to its parent main filament.
The morphological characteristics of successive new cells changed as the lateral branches elongated. After the formation of one or two cells with typical wide-cell characteristics (rounded, wide), a number of increasingly cylindrical cells (resembling intermediate cells in developing main filaments) were produced. Tapering cells that were seen only in branch filaments were sometimes formed between the wide and intermediate cell types (Fig. 3 6) . Continued elongation produced thin, cylindrical cells with typical narrow-cell dimensions. These results could be taken as further evidence against branch formation by germination, since one might expect narrow cells to be produced more immediately by a germination process. For that matter, it is not clear why several wide and intermediate cells should have been formed at all if the main purpose of branching was to produce a new supply of rapidly growing narrow cells. Perhaps the wide cells that gave rise to branches possessed a diffusible inhibitory compound that prevented development of narrow cells near the main filament.
Changes in the internal ultrastructural characteristics of successive branch filament cells paralleled their morphological differentiation (Fig. 3c) . Narrow cells at the tips of the branches had more ribosomes, more nuclear material, and fewer polysaccharide granules, carboxysomes and lipid bodies than did the wide or intermediate cells situated closer to the parental main filament. The cytoplasm of the narrow cells was usually separated into a central cytoplasmic region and a peripheral thylakoid region, the thylakoids being less randomly arranged than in wide cells. Thus, narrow cells in branch filaments possessed internal features typical of cells that were rapidly growing and dividing, while wide cells in the same branch remained typical of aged or stationary-phase cells.
Release of lateral branches from the main Jilament
After branch filaments reached a certain maximum length (approximately 16 cells under the cultural conditions used), they were sometimes released from the main filament by an unusual process. The cell within the main filament at the branch point appeared to die and then disintegrate in order to release the branch. The cell wall and cytoplasmic membrane of this 'releasing cell' deteriorated first, leaving the cytoplasmic content of the cell (or a portion thereof') enclosed only by the common sheath layer (Nierzwicki et al., 1982) that surrounded both main and branch filaments (Fig. 4) . When this sheath material ruptured, the branch filament was released and the main filament was severed into two pieces. This form of filament fragmentation has not been described previously for stigonematacean cyanobacteria, although it is similar in several respects to the 'sacrificial cell death' phenomenon reported by Lamont (1969) to occur in certain oscillatorian species. Rippka et al. (1979) listed three mechanisms by which stigonematacean cyanobacteria could reproduce : (i) random breakage of trichomes, (ii) formation of hormogonia, and (iii) germination of akinetes (if produced). Filament fragmentation by 'sacrificial cell death' in the present study might be a novel (fourth) reproductive mechanism for stigonematacean cyanobacteria, or it could simply be the actual mechanism responsible for the random breakage and/or hormogonia formation seen by Rippka et al. (1979) .
Functional sign$cance of wide $laments This study has shown that the morphogenesis of M . laminosus is a complex phenomenon that involves accurately controlled changes in directed cellular activities, especially modes of cell division. Many of the results described above indicate that wide filaments are not simply dormant forms that eventually germinate to produce branch filaments (as suggested by Martin & Wyatt, 1974) . Instead, they appear to be active and functionally important components of mature cultures. The data were insufficient to reveal specific functions for these wide filaments and it is likely that extensive additional investigations will be required to elucidate not only their functions but also the mechanisms by which morphogenesis is so carefully controlled in this organism. Such questions are the subjects of continuing work in our laboratory. This work was supported by grant no. 79000238 from the US Department of Agriculture. Paper no. 6292 in the journal series of the Pennsylvania Agriculture Experiment Station.
